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A
AC coefficients 189
activity factor 258
adaptive arithmetic coder 193
adaptive echo cancellation 208
adaptive equalization 210
adaptive noise cancellation 209
alias-free filter banks 35
aliasing 5
aliasing transfer function 35
allpass implementation of decimator 112
allpass implementation of interpolator 112
analysis bank 31
analysis-synthesis filter bank 29
anti-imaging filter 15
antialiasing filter 6
arithmetic coding 178
audio compression 196
audio signals 196

B
best quantizer 194-195
binary tree 194
biorthogonal filter bank 46
biorthogonal filter banks w/ linear-phase subfilter 46
bireciprocal LWDF 271
bit allocation 181, 192
Blahut-Arimoto algorithm 177
blind estimation 236
block-transforms 190
blocking effect 190

canonic signed-digit code 260
CDMA 226
clock frequency 258
CMOS technology 257
coding gain 183
complementary filter pair 119
constrained minimization problem 194
continuous wavelet transform 86
continuous-alphabet sources 178
correlation of the samples 182
cosine-modulated filter bank 60, 190
covariance matrix 177
critically sampled filter bank 60
cross terms cancellation 215

D
DC coefficient 189
DCT 183, 189
decimation 1
delayless subband adaptive filtering 218
delta-sigma modulation 144
digital error correction 144
digital image processing 87
discrete cosine transform (DCT) 183
discrete source 178
discrete vector source 178
discrete wavelet transform 86, 185
discrete-time wavelet bank 77
distortion transfer function 35
DOLBY AC-3 196
don't care bands 106
downsampled filter bank 181, 184
downsampling 1
DWT 185, 190-191

E
elliptic 131
elliptic half-band IIR filter 126
elliptic minimal Q-factor transfer functions 132
EMQF transfer functions 132
entropy 178, 179, 181, 189, 194, 196
entropy coding 179, 180
equivalent switched capacitance 258
expanded filter 9
EZW 190
F

fidelity criterion 175
filter banks 225
filter specifications 106, 126
FIR filters for sampling rate conversion 107
FIR half-band filter 37
FIR two-channel filter bank 36
flash ADC 145
folding ADC 147
frame difference 190
frequency-response masking technique 118

G

Gaussian source 175-178

H

half-band filter 112, 113, 118, 121, 272
half-band FIR filter 122
half-band IIR filters 52
Huffman and arithmetic coders 179
Huffman code 178, 189

I

IIR filters for sampling rate conversion 111
image compression 86, 185
image denoising 98
imaging 15
interleaving 262
interpolation 13
iterated filter bank 184, 185, 194

J

JPEG 189
JPEG coder 190, 193
JPEG2000 190

K

kernel filter 115

L

ladder wave digital filters 272
lagrange multiplier 194
Lagrangian cost 195
lapped orthogonal transforms (LOT) 190
lattice wave digital filter 112, 269
LBG algorithm 179
Lempel-Ziv coding 178
lossless methods 178-179
lossy compression 179
low power consumption 257
low-delay biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank 70
low-delay biorthogonal filter banks 48
low-delay QMF banks 44

M

Markov Gaussian vector 177
masking filter 118
maximal sample rate 264
MDFT filter banks for complex-valued input data 71
MDFT filter banks for real-valued input data 74
MGE 191
MGE algorithm 191
misadjustment 203
model filter 118
modified DFT filter bank 71
monochromatic image 186
motion compensation 190
MP3 196
MPEG1 190
MPEG2 190
MPEG4 190
multi-channel (M-channel) filter bank 57
multi-channel uniform filter bank 57
multi-stage multirate FIR 285
multiple-constant multiplication techniques 262
multiplierless half-band filter implementation 136
multirate signal processing 86
multirate systems 225
multispectral image 186
multistage filtering approach 115
MUSICAM algorithm 196

N

narrow-band filter design 118
nearly perfect-reconstruction 36, 48
noise-shaping converters 144
normalized least mean square adaptive algorithm 203
Nyquist rate 144

O
octave filter bank 77
OFDM 226
optimal bit allocation 182
optimization 41
orthogonal cosine-modulated filter banks 61
orthogonal filter banks 45
oversampled converters 150

P
parallel converters 145
Parks-McClellan technique 107
perfect reconstruction transceivers 227
perfect-reconstruction 36, 226
periodic model filter 118
picture element 186
pipelining 262
pixel 186
polyphase components 10
polyphase identity 23
polyphase realization 107
power supply voltage 258
processing unit 32
progressive decoding 192
progressive transmission 191

Q
QMF banks with linear-phase subfilters 43
quadrature mirror filter (QMF) banks 43
quadtree decomposition 192
quantization 179, 189
quantization matrix 189
quantization noise 190
quantizer 179, 180

R
R(D) function 175
R-D techniques 193
rate-distortion theory 175, 194
rational sampling rate conversion 24
recursive least square adaptive algorithm 202
refinement round 192
run-length 189

S
sampling rate conversion 1
scalar quantization 182, 192
scalar quantizer 179, 182
serial converter 148
short delay multirate adaptive filtering 217
significant coefficients 191
single-stage multirate FIR filter structures 282
sorting round 192, 193
sorting step 192
SPIHT 190, 193
SPIHT algorithm 193
still-image and video coding algorithms 186
subband adaptive filtering 212, 214
subband adaptive filtering w/ critical subsampling 214
subband compression 181
subjectively optimal bit allocation 189
successive approximation ADC 147
synthesis bank 33
system identification 206

T
time constant 203
transformation 180-182
transmultiplexer 30
tree-structured filter bank 57
two-channel filter bank 30
two-channel IIR filter banks 52
two-dimensional DCT 184
two-dimensional DWT filter bank 185-186

U
uniform scalar quantization 182
universal 179

V
vector quantizer 179, 180
VHDL 136
video signal 190
VLSI 258
voltage swing 258
wavelet packets 194
wavelets 86
wide-band lowpass filter 121
zerotree 192
zerotree root 193
zerotree structure 192
zig-zag pattern 189